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Abstract. Commuters who travel by train often feel annoyed due to misunderstanding the causes of delays in train traffic. They oftentimes are unaware of the necessity of performing maintenance to stations,
tracks, and trains. M ainTrain is a serious game developed to teach commuters about rail-maintenance
while simulating the difficulty of keeping passengers happy. It is a fast-paced strategy game with a topdown view in which a player can perform maintenance actions on stations, tracks, and trains. By using
commuter happiness as a base metric, M ainTrain attempts to elicit empathy from players dissatisfied with
scheduled maintenance so that they gain a better appreciation of the need for scheduled maintenance. This
is coupled with the need to schedule maintenance for several components of a rail network, encumbering
a player while teaching them about different aspects of rail maintenance. To examine the effectiveness of
the game, the results of a user study are presented.
Keywords: serious game, educational game, rail maintenance.
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Introduction

Scheduled rail maintenance is a nuisance for any traveler. The additional waiting time created by maintenance can cause a delayed arrival time, missed connections, or even the inability to reach a destination. So me
scheduling issues are the result of incidental failures of rolling stock or maintenance issues such as faulty
junctions and signaling on semaphores, but many other delays arise due to planned maintenance. These types
of scheduling conflicts do not restrict the ability to travel entirely, but do cause routes to have less capacity,
less trains which can operate within a unit of time, o r a requirement to travel through a different station to
reach the desired destination [21].
Although these types of delays are usually announced as planned rail maintenance, many passengers do
not understand why such maintenance must impact them. Passengers may be unable to understand what delays and issues arise in a rail network when this maintenance is not performed, thereby becoming unhappy
when maintenance is performed on their routes. However, the effects of not maintain ing a rail network include derailment, emergency maintenance, and wear and tear of as- sets. All these alternatives could cause
bodily harm, mo re ext reme issues with scheduling, or the entire cancellation of routes for a long period of
time [20]. Therefore, passengers who deal with scheduled maintenance focus on current unhappiness as opposed to the greater potential unhappiness caused by not doing so.
MainTrain is a serious game meant to clarify and to show the effects of this planned & scheduled maintenance. It is meant to enable impacted customers of rail organizations to understand that, despite their frustration, the maintenance is required and not performing it could lead to longer inconveniences. MainTrain is
also meant to expose players to the difficult ies and conflicts with scheduling such planned maintenance,
evoking possible empathy or understanding as to why they have been impacted while showing them that it
was not possible to generate a maintenance schedule which avoids impacting any group of travelers or impact
another group in a less negative manner. The main aim of Main- Train is to provide players with the ability to
manage a rail network with a selected set of features \regarding rail maintenance, as well as the ability to see
the direct impact upon passengers and rolling stock (train cars). Moreover, to avoid extensive and tedious
gameplay as it would occur in a real time simulat ion, MainTrain delivers the full experience in a maximu m of
five to ten minutes. The focus of MainTrain lies with imbuing an understanding to the players of the complexities of rail maintenance.
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Related Works

The topic of planning and scheduling rail networks is not one lacking research, acting as the focus of significant algorith mic optimization efforts and decision support tools [4, 6, 8, 14]. Regardless of the effort on
operational effectiveness, failures and delays are inevitable. Therefore, a significant amount of research is
honed to minimize the passenger dis- satisfaction (a recent review of the work is provided by [16]).
The perception of the train travel quality depends on many quantifiable (e.g. travel t ime, cost, reliab ility)
and unquantifiable (e.g. co mfo rt, passenger risk aversion) variables [15]. For instance, during a disruption
event itself, the negative impact on the passengers’ perception can be influenced by the type of informat ion
they are provided [18]. Tsuchiya et al. [18] show, that passengers appreciate being informed about the cause
of the delay. Ho wever, in situations where the operator was responsible (rather than an unforeseen external
factor), passengers experienced stronger negative emotions. Among such disruptions are train delays caused
by the rail maintenance. Nonetheless, understanding the nature of the disruption allev iates stress experienced
by the passenger [9].
Bringing it to serious games, interaction is one of the most important components of learning experience
[13, 7]. One of the most effective ways of content-learner interactions have been provided by the relatively
new mediu m of v ideo games. Such games, focusing not only on the entertainment value, have been proven to
work in a motivating, enabling manner [2]. Serious games allow people to actively participate and allow repetitive practicing. Even within a context of rail and transport planning, such games have been proven to be
an excellent med iu m to exp lain co m- plex concepts [3] and even exp lore radical innovations within transport
planning [19]. These examples, Synchro Mania [3] and SprintCity [12, 11], do not explicitly deal with railway or ro lling stock maintenance. The first one focuses on synchro modality and planning o f freight
transport. The second one primarily offers the possibility to create ‘what-if’ scenarios for infrastructure planning to support decision making.
On the one side of the spectrum lie games focusing on the economic aspects and optimizat ion of railroad
network use. The fo llo wing examp les are not considered serious games, but their core gameplay co mponents
illustrate the co mplexity o f the railway design, scheduling and operating object ives. Among these are Simu ltrans [10], Railroad X [17], Sid Meyer’s Railroads! [1]. W ithin this category of games, the player cannot
schedule trains or funnel passenger movement paths but is able to make budgetary decision and can attempt
to create a rail network design that most optimally funnels passengers to transfer locations. Looking at even
more minimalistic games, such as MiniMetro [5], address the complexity of network design itself. M iniMetro
places an emphasis on the design of the network and route capacities, with the requirement to transport a
certain number of passengers within a given time limit . The game is open ended, with game difficulty increasing together with the growing rail network.
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Game Design and Implementation

Th e p u rpose o f th e p resent ed M ain Train ga me is t o p ro v id e a p layer wit h an un derstand ing as t o
why p lan ned mainten an ce is req u ired and why min imi zin g the n eg at iv e imp act on passeng ers is a
difficu lt tas k. Th ese ins ights are to be p rov ided with in th e cont ext of a sho rt t i me period , such as a
con vent ion floo r o r o n a st at io n p lat fo rm wh ile wait ing fo r a d elay ed t rain. Th e main p urpose o f
the game is to:
• inform about the basic types of rail maintenance;
• make the player aware of the (dis)advant ag es of performing regular rail mainten an ce; and
• trigger the further interest in the topic.
For this, the game must provide a simp le overview of a rail network with the essential features: stations,
tracks, and trains. This system is not a representation of a real rail network to avoid overly complex starting
conditions and possible player favoritism of known locations.
The core of the game is to perform maintenance tasks along a rail net- work, wh ich is deteriorating over
time. The p layer can perform ro lling stock, station, and track maintenance. The player can perform these
tasks by selecting the desired co mponent (track element, station, rolling stock), and selecting one of the
maintenance options provided. Track maintenance ensures trains can safely and quickly reach their destination, while also preventing accidents and a propagation of track damage. Rolling stock maintenance ensures
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that trains are clean and comfortable for passengers, increasing their tolerance for longer journeys and issues
that arise while en-route. Station maintenance ensures that passengers are attracted to the idea of train travel
and will tolerate longer delays and issues that arise before their journey begins. These three maintenance
tasks were chosen as they are easily visible in both the game and real life. Most passengers interact with the
trains and stations and can perceive repair being done on track if they pass by the track. Maintaining the rail
system allows transporting larger quantities of passengers, as well as keeping them happy. For the first of the
two, the user is re- warded by points and system co mplexity growth. Simultaneously, it is also essential to
keep the passenger happiness high: if it drops below a set threshold, the game ends.
The simp licity of possible choices is counterweighted by the size o f the provided network. Additionally,
the inability to have a full overview of the system state at all times contributes to the complexity of decision
making during the game session. Like in real world, situation the system operator needs to perform manual
inspections of units. Furthermore, the user is presented with the knowledge at wh ich points in t ime the routes
will likely deteriorate. Making the game comp licated is intentional: the player is supposed to feel discomfort
as if to mimic the ’actual’ situation. An overview of the presentation of these features is present in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A sample train layout, with Tramsterd am selected. In the upper left corner are stats related to the track
reach the station. A train will soon run between two other stations, indicated by the card on the top right side.

3.1

Procedural Rails and Random Route Generation

MainTrain was developed to allo w random station generation over time to increase the d ifficulty of the
game for the player. To facilitate this, a method was developed to generate track pieces between rando mly
generated stations regardless of positions. A simple rail model was placed within the game and the stations
were encoded to consist of track start and end points. Track would be generated by replicating the track model mult iple t imes between these start and end points, generating a track that can be randomly created and
allo ws for network expansion. The track’s existence, including its length and direction between two stations,
was imp lemented within a central array to allow for the simple addit ion of trains over the track, meaning they
would travel over the procedurally generated rail segments. The p layers would be provided with an overview
as seen in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Train cards with the route information and train properties.

To ensure the player was met with non-linear and unpredictable routing, a method
had to be devised to ensure that the routes traveled by the trains within the game are
random. Hence, an array of stations was created, and a random timer derived fro m the
game engine determines whether an event should be generated at any random given
mo ment. The routes generated take a start and end station, which can be connected
directly but usually consist of at least a single stopover station between them. This
utilizes more of the track, requiring more sections be operational to keep a high happiness score. The route uses the track pieces found within the game world to determine the most efficient route to get to the destination station.
Due to the possibility that a track piece is bro ken beyond the point of allo wing a
train to traverse it, the routing imp lementation also accounts for cases where a train
cannot reach its destination or must be rerouted during its journey. This was done by
continually iterating over the track array within the game wo rld between each visited
station and determines a new route to the desired destination if still possible. This
solved the issue of random routing, as well as also the issue that could arise in which
trains might be routed to move over broken track.
3.2

Passenger Satisfaction Coupling

The measuring of passenger satisfaction requires interplay between multiple variables within the game. These variab les include: average cleanliness of stations, the
durability of the track segment the train is mov ing over, and the cleanliness and repair
status of the rolling stock itself. To ensure that the player notices the impact of these
many variables, simp le methods had to be found which could bind all associated variables together and impact a distinct set of variables that the player would notice. The
Passenger Count and Passenger Satisfaction variables bind all associated values together to ensure the player is not tracking or noticing the interplay of elements but
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does receive understandable feedback when a train is generated to provide hints related to track status. The passenger count value is given when trains are generated and
directly influenced by all variables related to the p layer performance, whereas the
passenger satisfaction variable is shown as a percentage bar to provide an overview of
passenger timeliness and comfort directly related to the actions of the player.
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Evaluation

We assess the efficacy of MainTrain by performing a user-study. Testing was performed between groups on two different versions of the game: (i) one without a possibility to lose and without a clear indication of the score, named bare and (ii) one
with both of these implemented and visual consequences amplified (i.e. track durability decrease would significantly impact the movement speed of the train) named full.
We tested on this difference as the score and visual consequences most directly related to passenger happiness as well as visually exp laining the variety of track maintenance. Our user study consisted of twelve one-on-one play-test and interview sessions, which occurred in a setting familiar to the participant (such as their home or
office). On in itiation, the participant was given no instructions apart fro m a request to
interact with MainTrain. During the session, the interviewer provided only requested
directions to the player, all of which were noted by the interviewer. After testing, the
participants filled in a questionnaire. This questionnaire focused on user interface
design, difficu lty and immersiveness of the gameplay, as well as how well the game
conveyed its intended purpose. Our user study was carried out with eleven participants from three age groups: 10-20 (1 part icipant), 20-30 (8 part icipants), and 30+ (2
participants), all of whom were familiar with computer games.
By examin ing the qualitative feedback on the questionnaire, we found that adding
in a clear indication of score and visual degradation caused some players to feel
overwhelmed by the amount of maintenance options available. Th is is most likely due
to the fact that the full game allows the players to ”see” what they could do as well as
how those choices affect passengers and the rail network. Interestingly enough, this
did not lead to a significant different between how players rated the overall enjoy ment
of the game (p = 0.5). Furthermore, showing player happiness as a scoring mechanism
and allo wing the part icipant to fail the game caused a shift in what each part icipant
thought the goal of the game was. In the bare version of MainTrain, half the participants believed the goal was simp ly to transport people, with only one believ ing that
customer satisfaction was the purpose. However, in the full version, half of the participants noted happiness as a goal, half noted transportation, with one saying that these
were the two goals of the game. Th is makes sense as the full version of the game had
happiness tied to success. While this does not mean that the game made the participants empathic to rail maintenance, it is a first step in determining if MainTrain will
do so.
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Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper we presented a game aiming to show the co mplexity and difficulty of
rail maintenance to a varied audience in an exh ibition or fair setting. The player is
faced with a goal to allo w as many passengers to be transported, keeping them happy
whilst keeping up the stations, tracks, and the rolling stock.
While the player can theoretically burn through the game and never experience any
of the issues - simulat ions do not reach a high level of co mplexity, MainTrain conveys the important concepts in rail maintenance, such as the three rail co mponents
that must be maintained.
Future versions of MainTrain will aim to introduce some required issues or problems as the game progresses, regardless of player performance (i.e. the breakdown of
a train or a natural d isaster). At this point in t ime, the p layer can play the entire game
without experiencing any issues in track maintenance, whereas planned setbacks
would ensure the player is shown the desired difficult ies and comp lexit ies, wh ich
exist within the domain of rail maintenance.
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